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The Turkish-Khotanese . · Vocabnlary Re~e1lited 

Gerard OLAUSON 
(London) 

My old friend Professor Dr. Zeki Vetidi Togan will always be remembered 
primarily as an eminent historian, but he was also interested in the earlier stages 
of the Turkish language. Nearly sixty years ago. as a very young man he. was 
the first seliolar to see the Namangan or Fergana manuscript of the Kutadğu: Bilig. 
He immediately recognised its importance and published a note on it in a Rus
sian orientalist journal. It is, therefore, perhaps not inappropriate that ı. should 
dedicate to his memory this new edition of the oldest substantial vocabulary of 
Turkish· with some words translated into another language. There are . in ChiD:ese 
histories of an earlier date a few short lists of Turkish words in Chinese trans.
cription, mainly official titles, with traiıslations. in Chinese, but they are of very 
little importance Jor stUdying the history of the langiıage~ The present vocabulary 
dateıdrom·the ninth or tenth centiıry•A.D. and contains 97 words, some transla
ted into Khotanese Saka (in future abbreviated to .Khot.). It is not, of course, 
comparable in importance with MaJ;ınıüd al-Klişğaıi's great ·Diwan Inğati'l-turk, 
butit is probably more thari a hundred years older and is written in an alphabet 
which; though not very precise in some respects, is quite different from all the 
other alphabets in which. Turkish has at one time or another been written. 

The text is written at the end of a roll, the rest of which is occupied by a 
Khot. · translation of an excerpt from 'the Siddhasara~ a Sanskrit medical work, 
and miıst, as Sir Harold Bailey has pointed out, have been compiled by a Kho
taiıese who was collecting notes on the Turkish language. It therefore represents 
the way in which a Khotanese who did not know much Turkish thought that 
the language was pronounced; There are in• it w hat • appear to be several spellfug 
mistakes which a man writing his own language would not have made; · 

, . The. selection of words is rather surprising. · The :text opens with a • group· 
ofteclinical terms connected with archery, but. oddly eıiough no 'words fof' 
'bow!· ör 'arrow'. One or two words belonging to this group als o· occur ·later in 

. the ·text. The re are also scattered · thro'!lgh the .;text: technical terms :relating to 
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!harness and the use and care of horses and two words for parts of the body 
used only of horses. The remaining words are nearly all names of parts of the 
body. 

The text was first published with a translation and commentary by Professor 
Sir Harold Bailey in 1954 in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Stndies XI 
pp. 290ff. He published a revised edition of the text, without translation or 
commentary, in Vol. ITI of his calleetion of Khotanese Texts. The whole of the 
Turkish material in this and other Khot. texts has recently been discussed in 
detail by Dr. Even Hovdhaugen in 'Turkish words in Klıotanese texts, a lin
guistic analysis', Norsk Tidsskrift for Sprogvidenskap, XXIV, Oslo, 1971, pp. 
163-209. 

The text is written in a Central Asiatic variety of the Indian Bralımi alpha
bet. This alphabet is one of a series of alphabets the first of which was invented 
to write Sanskrit. By the middle of the first millennium. A.D. when it was 
carried by Indian Buddlıist missionaries to Central Asia, the phonetic value of 
same letters had changed, and when the alphabet was adopted for writing · Klıot. 
and other Central Asiatic languages, the letters iri question were used With 
their new phonetic values, and new letters or combinations of letters were 
invented to represent sounds like (z) which did not exist in Sanskrit. Hovdhaugen 
has discussed all these points in detail in .his paper and his conclusions need • not 
be repeated here. The points wlıich are at first sight most puzzling are that 
Turkish (t) is represented by tt, (1) usually by the cerebral dental t;J, (z) by ys 
and (o/ö) usually by a, sametimes by au. It will be noticed that this.a (representing 
(o/ö) often, appears in positions where (u) would be expected. This .probably 
represents the actual sound then used, for example (ortun) was probably. at this 
date actually prononunced (ortan) (arttanii). The Klıot. h with two dots over it, 
here transeribed h:, represented a .voiced guttural .fricative (ğ/g). In Iate Klıot. 

no word could end in a cansonant and· there could not be two consecutive can., 
sonants of same kinds within a word, the compiler therefore consistently added 
or inserted a short indeterminate vowel in Turkish words in these positions. When 
the compiler wrote sapiih:aka for (sapğa:k) this may well mean that he himself 
pronounced it sapegake; but erratic vocalizations like i for (a) in (tamğa:k) and 
(yarıa:k); a for (ı) in (sırıarsuk), e for (ü) in (tügek) and (türge:k) and rı for (ğ) in 
(k:uruğluk) and probably (sağrak) seem to be simple mistakes, probably due to a 
failure to catch the exact pronunciation of the words. 

In preparing this new edition I have. had one great advantage over Sir 
Harold and Dr. Hovdhaugen. My Etynıological Dictionary of pre-13th centnry 
Turkish.· (in future cited as ED), recently published by the Oxford University. 
Press, has brought together a great deal of material not readily accessible to 
tlıem, and this has enabled me to.identify a number of words which they could 
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not recognise. There are now only four words which seem to present · insoluble 
problems. 

The' text is presen:ted as follows : the Khot. spelling of the Turkish word, 
the word and meaning listed in ED with a page reference, the Khot. translation 
of the word, if there is one, with an English translation when possible. I am 
greatly indebted to Sir Harold for giving nie these. This is followed by notes on 
those words which present difficulties; The numbers in the margin .are of the 
lines in the manuscript. 
165 k:yesa (ke:ş), 'quiver' ED 752; hülaih:a hame, 'it is quiver(?)'. 
166 ttüpi (tüpi:), 'its bottom' ED 434 (tü:b); hülaih:a hivi bana haine, 'it is the 

battom of the quiver(?)'. 
kllrııalüka 'bow-'case'; see note; byiba dünai hame, 'it is the cover of a 
bow'. 
yasika (yasık), 'bow-case' ED 974; nveysdya hame 'it is .. .': 

167-· kapiiiı:aka (kapğa:k}, 'a leather stopper covering a quiver' ED 584; 
hülaih:a hivi tturaka hame 'it is the cover of the quiver(?)'. 

i 68 'jib:arab:aldi (~'yığırğuk), see note; hülaih:a münüka hame, 'it is the , .. 
of the quiver'. 
kyesa yüki (ke:ş) (yüki:); 'the strap(?) of the 'quiver' ED 910 (yük); 
par3işkbiira barnda hame, 'it is :the fastening of the receptacle'. 

169 bah:arai (bağrı:) 'its hand-grip' ED 317 (bağır); dnna hivi thana hame, 
'it is the ; . . of the bow'. · · 
sa(li 'the fiat parts of a bow between the hand-grip and the tip s', see note; 
bramna hame 'it is .. .' 
ttuttasi, see note. 

170 yügnna (yügün), 'bridle' ED 913. 
ttina (ti:n) 'halter or leading rein' ED 512. 
ttiysgina (tizgin) 'reiiıs' ·ED 574. 
yaih:a (ye:g), 'horse's bit' ED 910. 
ah:aysi (ağzı:), 'his mouth' ED 98 (ağız). 

sakala (saka:l), 'beard' ED 808; drrüka (cognate to words meaning 'hair'). 
171 i(laih:a (yilik), 'marrow' ED 927. 

adrrama (eçj.rem), 'saddle-pad' ED 66. 
yapi (yapı:) 'horse-blanket' ·ED 873 (yapiğ). 
emaysib:a (emzig) 'nipple', see note. 
kiimüla (kö'l)ül) ED 731, see ·note; drmysi (unkiıowii}. 

ı 72 kalüna (kolan), 'girth' ED 622; ttaka (unknowiı). 
tti(li tılı: 'its tongue' ED 489 (tıl). 
üttnh:a (ütüg) ('fiat iron') ED 51. 
kiraih:a ? 'scraper', see note. 
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, , küdiisillı:ana (kuQ.urğu:p.} 'crupper strap' , ED 606. 
tterkaka (türge:k) 'package' ED 544. 

173 tteb:aka (tügek) 'a wooden ring on the end ofa cord with which loads are 
fastened', ED 480. 
ülüna (ulun) 'arrow shaft' ED 147; gahe, see BSOAS XXI, 528. 

', , keysa (kez), 'arrow notch' ED ,756. 
tta~ai see note; cbaskam (unknown) .. _ , , 
ttomau (töpü:) 'the top of the head' ED 436; ttara, ,'hrow'. 
a~ina (alın), 'forel;ı.ead' ED. 147; hanıdı-ramga; 'forehead'. 
ttulünij. (tulurı/tulun,) 'the temples, a lock of lıair (on the temples)' ED 
501; gisana, cognate to Iranian words meaning 'rope' and 'a lock of hair'. 

174 ka8i _(kaşı:) 'his eyebrows' ED 669 (ka:ş); brrankala (unknown). 
kapaka (kapak), 'eye-lid' ED 582; tcimüla 'eye-ball(?)' 
kirapika (kirpik), 'eye-lash' ED 737; hane (unknown). 
yitti kaı-aka (yiti:) {karak), 'a sharp eye' ED 889 (y~tig), 652; jasta, 'eyes' 
(?translating only karak) . 

. yürüma k;:ıraka (ürürı !çarak), 'the white (of the) eye' ED 233, · 652; siy. 
tcem 'white eye'. 
irıa (yhı), '(nasal), mucus' ED 941; halasa (unknown). 

17 5 yürıaka 'a srrıall amount- ,of w o ol' (?), see no te; , va tea 'ha ir', in, various 
contexts .. 
ffisattab:a (tış ta:ğ) 'molar tooth' (literally 'tooth mountain') ED 557, 465; 
ysima 'tooth'. , 
aysaib:a (azığ), 'large (canine) tooth' ED 283; baska, '(elephant's) tusk'. 
yirıaka (yarıak), 'cheek-bone' ED 948. 
kasaih:a (kasığ), 'the inside of the cheeks' ED 666. 
eb:ina (egin), 'shoulder' ED 109. 

176 auvüiirülı:a (ovruğ) 'neck vertebra' ED. 90. (oğruğ). 

sarıiiraika 'cranium'(?); see note. 
cattakira see note. 

, yi~adi (ıldı:), 'he descended' ED 12~ (ıl-); vahaiysa 'de~cent'. 
catta see note; şakye (unknown). 
üvuna (ün), 'rise!' ED 169; sarba, 'rise!', _ 

177 artta ayai (art ayı:), 'the -hollow in the na pe , of the neck' ED 200, 265 
(o:y); namüstbam (unknown). 
erıa (erı) 'che_ek' ED J66; phatanai 'cheek'. 
ttimillı:aka (tamğa:k) ~'thro~t' _ED 505 . . , , 
cikina (çigin), 'the upper part of the shoulde:ç' ED 415 (çigin/çikin). 
yarina (yarın), 'shoulder-blade' ED 970. 
esuna (öşün), 'the point of the shoulder' ED 263. 
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178 ka~ai (kolı:), 'his upper ann' ED 6ı4 (ko:l); 
bi~aka (bilek), 'wrist' ED 338. 
aya (aya:), 'the palm of the hand' ED 267. 
yüysi (yüzi:), 'his face' ED 983 (yü:z). 
buh:asaka (bökseg), 'the upper part of the chest' ED 539. 
kakuysa (kögüz), 'chest' ED 714. 

41 

ı 79 salliirasah:a (sıllarsuk), 'the hindquarters of a h orse, where a second rider 
sits' ED 841. 

;'.,yana (ya:n); 'side, flank' ED 940. · .. 

ı80 

ı8ı 

artana yuysa (orton yü:z), 'the middle part of the ;face' ED 203 '(ortu:), 
983. -

.. ttiysa (ti:z), 'knee' ED 510 . 
. bauh:iina (boğun), 'knuckle' ED 3ı6. 
yada (yota:), 'thigh' ED 886. 
bakafiaka (baka:fiak), 'the frog in a horse's hoof' ED 316;-, · 
eh:a:ucaka 'lock of hair' (?); see note .. 

·· anpiika_(öpke:); 'lung' ED 9. 
. yüraka. (yürek), 'heart' ED 965., 
bah:airl.i (bağır), . ~ıiver' ED 3 ı 7. · 
ti~akii (tılak), 'clitoris' EDA95. 
autta (ö:t), 'gall-bladder' ED 35. 
süvaca see -note. · 

·:.:·' 

''_;.'. :ı; 

· . kanıai (karnı:), 'his belly' ED 661 (karın). 
bidi (beti:), 'his face' ED 296 (bet). . , . i .J 

baub:ana (boğun), 'knuckle' ED. 316: -·i 

yümürii (yumur), 'bowels' .ED 937. i :: .• , 

kariih:aka (kergük), 'a thing like a paunch, and next;to it, in the belly of a 
sheep' ED 742. 

182 sarkiiiiaka (sarkıfiuk), 'pa:unch' ED 849 . 
. bah:iirasaba (bağırsuk). 'entrails' ED 320. i 

auysa etti (ö:z) (or, üz) .·(eti:~, 'jnternal (or fat). flesh' ED 278,,,33,·(et). 
allysanii (özen),. 'the centre;-or interior (of something)' ED 289. 
yaragakl.i ?(orğa:k), 'sickle' ED 2ı6. 

18~ , i~apacakii (*yelpiçük), ('winnpwing) fan', see (yel pb) ED 920. 
· allaca (ÖTJÜÇ), 'larynxo wind:-pipe' ED 172,, '· · 

b.auh:ürij, (bögür) 'kidney' ED -328. · . · ,, . 
·y~gattai (?ya:n·eti:) ~flesh on the-flank' ED:9.40, 33. 
ka:usarai (k:ijsri:) 'the side of the chest', .ED 751;~ ·' · 

· eya ('rib'?), see note. _ , ,.. , ,. 
ı84 baikinii (Pıkın)'hip, or fları,k' ED3ı6; 
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ttausa (tö:ş) 'chest' ED 558. 
sapiilı:aka (sapğa:k) 'waist' ED 786. 

N OT E S 

165 The Khot. word hülaih:a occurs only in this text and must be aTurkish 
loan.:.word, presumably' (kollığ) 'belonging to the upper arm'; why it should 
have been borrowed for 'quiver' is obscure. 

166 kürYJaluka, in the light of the Khot. translation,. must be (kuruğluk), 

translated by Kaşgari 'bow-case with the same word as that used to 
transiate (yasık). For anather apparent case of (1J) 'used to represent (ğ) 

see (sağra:k). 

168 * (yığırğuk) is a possible, but unrecorded, de verbal no un .. from (yı ğır-) 

(see yığrıl- ED 906) meanirrg 'something which draws together', perhaps a 
narrowing part of the quiver desigrred tö hold the arrows together. (Ke:ş 

yüki:), (yük) properly means 'a Ioad, burden', but in the light of the·Khot. 
translation it must here be taken to mean the strap which fastens Ooads) 
the quiver onto the beit. 

169 Bah:arai (ya: bağrı:) is a standard phrase for the central hand-grip of a 
bow. Saı;fi, (sal), with the mearring given is not noted in early Turkish, but 
survived in Osmanlİ (see Redhouse's dictionary). Ttutasi is obviously de
rived from (tut-) 'to grasp' ED 450; it can hardly refer. to the archer's grasp 
on the bow, for which the word used is (bağrı:), but may mean the ends 
of the bow where notches grasp the' bow-string. I do not know of any 
Turkish word with this meaning, but some derivative cif (tut-) ınight have 
it; (-si:) is probably the possessive suffix Iike the (-ı:) in (bağri:) .. 

171-3 The words from (eQrim) to (tiigek) inclusive, most of which have given 
' trouble·to the previous ·editors, seem to have to do with horses; except 
(eınzig); a c:leverbal noun from (emüz-) ED 165, no~ed in Osmanli but not 
elsewhere in early Turkish, unless it here has the specialised meaning 
'mare's tidder' (emig, ED 158, in early· Turkish). (Kömül) :as a secondary 
from of (köYJül) is not an early word~· ı but 'the breast strap of a sad die' 
was (kömüldürük) ED 722 as early as the eleventh century, and (kömül) 
in the specialized meaning of 'a horse's chest' may be intended here; (Ütiig) 
normally means 'flat-iron' and was borrowed by· Russian . in this sense as 
utyug, but it is derived from (üt-) 'to singe' and may here have the speciali
zed meaning of 'a hot iron for .sirigeing horses'. Kiraih:ii · col1ld · hardly 
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represent anything except *(kıiığ), a deverbal noun from (kir-) 'to scrape'. 
It could mean a curry-comb or other irnplement used for grooıning horses. 
Küdasillı:ana, apart from the s which must be due to an error of hearing 

·or memory, exactly represents (kugurğu:n) (or -,ğo:n?) a word obviously 
appropriate to the contexLFor the• next:two words there .are no possible 
alternatives to (ti.irge:k) (though the • spelling. suggests rather (*ti.irgük,) 
which would have the same meaning) and (tügek), meaning a package 
fastened on a horse's back and. the means of fastening it. 

Tta~ai, translated · by ari" unknown Khot. word, . lies between two 
archery terms and a long list of parts of the body, b~t does not fit well 
into either category. It obviously does not represent (tolı:) 'hail' ED 491. 
One possibility, but not at all a convincirig one, ist that it is (töl-i:). (Töl) 
properly means 'progeny, descendants1 but (döl} in Osmanli could mean 
'foetus', and 'its foetus' might be regarded as a part of the body. Ttomau, 
Sir Harold tells me that in this manuscript, unlike same other Khot. ma
nuscripts, p and m are easily distinguished; nevertheless, considering the 
Khot. translation, this can hardly be anything except a mis-speliing of 
(töpü:). 

175 Yü11aka must represent *yu'r}ak, a diminutive of (yu'r)) 'wool, (camel or 
goat's) hair' ED 941; the connection is confirmed by the Khot. translation, 
but the exact meaning, 'shoıt wool' or 'a smail tuft of -wool' is uncertain .. 

176 The only feasible transcriptian of sa11iiraika seems to be (sağra:k) ED 815, 
properly 'cup, goblet', and metaphorically 'cranium, the top of the sk:ull'. 
For another example of ('r)) representing (ğ) see 1.166. There is no good 
explanation of either cattiikirii or catta; as: (-kıt/ ..:kir) is not a Turkish 
suffix (Sil:' Harold's quotation from· Deny's grammar rdates to a Mangolian 
suffix which was not borrowed until ·the fourteenth century) the _ two 
words can hardly be conıiected. (Çatı) which in Osmanlİ meant properly 
'a frame.:.work'- · and was alsa used for 'skeleton' goes back to (*çatığ), 

which would in tlıis text be spelt cattaih:a and dı.n hardly be connected 
with catta (?çato:). 

180 Eh:aucaka as such, does not look like any known Turkish word; it could 
hardly be (*ege;çek) which could·be taken as adeverbal noun from (ege:-) 
ED 101 meaning'a file'. Perhaps-the best explanation is that it isa muddle 
of (küjek), 'a lock of hair' ED 696. 

181 There is no .satisfactory explanation of süvaca; a connection with ·(su:v) 
'water' might be suspected, and, in this context a meaning like 'bladder'; 
but there is no. word connected with (su:v) which is .anything like this and; 
has such a meiın5ng; the standard word for .'bladder' was (kavuk)ED 583~· 

' .182-3 Yüriigaka and Wapacaka can be taken together. The lattet: represents 
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(*yelpiÇük) a deverbal noun from (yelpi:·), ;ED .92U, paraUel to, and no 
doubLsynonymous with, the mediaeval .word (yelpigüç) 'a winnowing fan'. 
If the two words are connected then the obvious transcriptian ·of yüriigaka 
(and indeed thereis- no other) is (orğa:k) ~sickle' ED 216 .. The y-Js at first 
sight embarrassing, but not unique in this text;. (ürüTJ) is spelt with an 
lııitial y-, w hile on. the other h and (*yelpiçük), (yilik) and. (YİTJ} .are spelt 
.without one. 

Eya, as such, is. not · a possible ·Turkish :word; but if ~t ·is, not 
unreasonably, assumedAhat the compiler .accidentally omitted gü it would 
become the quite appropriate word (eye:gü) 'rib' ED 272. 

184. The inclusion of· (sapğa:k) in the list is· important, because the only other 
occurrence is in Kaşgari's _;Diwan, in the manuscript of which it is misspelt 
başğa:k; This mistake was ·correcte'd for .the first time in ED 786. 

TU RK·I S H I N· D E X 

.. -:_ :';, 

(The figures in brackets refer to pages .in ED, the others to lines in the 
text, U; indicating. tb at the word occurs orıJy in the İıotes). 

(öpke:) (9) 180 . (bökseg) (329) . .. 178 (kergük) (742) 181 
(et) (33) . 182; 183 . (bilek) (338) 178 (küsri:) (751) 183 
(ö:t) (35) 181 (çigin). (415) 177 (ke:ş) (752) ' ) ~ 165 
(üt-) (40) 172n.)··: (tü:b) (434) 166 (kez) (756) 173 
(ütüg)::(51) 172 . (töpü:) ( 436). 173 (sapğa:k) (786) 184 
(eğrim) .. (66) 171·. (tut-,.(451) 169n.) (saka:l) (808) 170 
(oğruğ) (90) 176 · (ta:ğ) (463) . 175 (sa:ğra:k) (815) 176n. 
(ağız) {98) 1•' •. 170. (tügek). (480) .. 173 (sal) · 169n. 
(ege:- (101) 180n.) (tıl) (489) 172 . (SIT)arSuk) {841) 179 
(egin) (109) 175 (tılak) C 495) 180 (sarkıiiuk) (849) 182 
(ıt-) (125) 176 (tulUT)) (501) c . 173 (yapığ} (873) 171 
(alın) (147} 173 (tamğa:k) (505) 177 (yota:) (886) 179 
(ulun) (147) 173 (ti:n) (512) 170 (yitig) {889) 174 
(emüz-): (165) 171n. :. (türge:k) (544) 172· (*yığırğuk) 168 
(enızig) 171 .. (tış) (557) 175 (yığrıl-) (906) 168n.) 
(eT)) (166) :177. . (tö:ş) (558) ., 184. (ye:g) (910) 170 
(ün:..) (169) • 176. (ti:z) (570) 179 (yük). (910), 168 
(ÖT)ÜÇ) (172)• . 183 (tizgin) (574) . 170 • (yügün) (913) 170 

...:·. 
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(art) (200) ı77 (kapak) (582) ı74 Cyelpi:-) (920) ı83) 

(ortun) (203) ı79 (kapğa:k) (584) ı66 C*yelpiçük) ı83 

(orğa:k) (2ı6) ı82 (kugurğu:n) ( 606) ı72 (yilik) (927) ın 

(ürüTJ) (233) ı74 (ko:l) (6ı4) ı78 (yumur) (937) ı8ı 

(öşün) (263) ı77 (kollığ) ı65n. (ya:n) (94ı) ı79, ı83 

(o:y) (265) ı77 (kalan) (622) ı72 (yİTJ) (94ı) 174 
(aya:) (267) ı78 (kır-) (643) ı72n.) (yuTJ) (94ı) ı75n.) 

(eye:gü:) (272) ı83n. (karak) (652) ı74 (yaTJa:k) (948) ı75 

(ö:z), (üz) (278) ıs2 (*kırığ) ınn. (*YUTJak) ı75n. 

(azığ) (283) ı75 (kuruğluk) (657) ı66n. (yiliek) (965) ı80 

(özen) (289) ı82 (karın) (66ı) ı8ı (yarın) (970) ı77 

(bet) (296) ı8ı (kasığ) (666) ı75 (yasık) (974) ı66 

(boğun) (3 ı 6 ı79, ı8ı (ka:ş) (669) ı74 (yü:z) (983) ı78, ı79 

(bıkın) (3 ı 6) ı84 (küjek) (696) ı80n. Unidentified 
(baka:fiak) (3 ı 6) ı80 (kögüz) (7ı4) ı78 caffii ı76 

(bağır) (3 ı 7) ı69, ı80 (kömüldürük (722) ı 7ın.) cattii.kira ı76 

(bağırsuk) (320) ı82 (kÖTJill (73 ı) ın tta~ai ı73 

(bögür) (328) ı83 (kirpik) (73 7) ı74 süvaca 181 

.. 


